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SCHOOL OF CIVIL nTGUlEERIliG, CORNELL IDnVEBSI'rY
T:ES'rS ON LIGHT :BEAMS OF COLD FOBMED ST:EIElt
FOR TEE AhiiEBICjN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE
THtRD :PRCGmsS REl?ORT, laY 25, 1939
I. OJ3J:EnT OF 'rHIS REPORT
Since the investigations discussed in the previous report l~ve
proved that the stress distribution at mids"Oall was fairly uniform in the
ne.rrowest, medium and vridest beams of the 14 gage series, it seemed unneces--
sary to carry out investigations on the remaining two intermediate beams
A-14-66 and .A,.l4-61O. Three beams of the 22 gage series have been in-
vestigated so far, namely B-22-34a and b and :B-22-SSa. Detailed ttress
cl.istribution surveys have been carried out at midspan on beams J3-22-S4'''~22-8ga.
It was impossible to carry out such a survey on beam B-22-S4a, since this
beeLl failed through buckling of the top flange. :Beam ]-22-88a also buckled
at the to}) flange, but tllis buc1:l.ing did not result in the failure of the
be&1Sufficient to prevent t~e stress survey being carried out in the usual
r;ay. In addition to this experimental work an approximate theoretical
e_nal~rsis of the buckling phenomenon was mad.e.
II. MEXHOD OF TES~S
The same methods of testing were used as described in the
',jrevious report.
III. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIOn 01 THE RESULTS
The results of the tests referred to in this report are given in
the accompanying 5-gr~phs. Only gra~hs representing the load deflection
curves and the streas distributions are given in this re~ort. the numerous
load strain graphs being otlitted, since they have no signific811Ce of their
o';'?n end serve only to obtain the final results presented on the accomp8.J.Jy'-
i~g diagrams. If however these graphs later prove necessa~J, they will be
inca rporated 1::1 laterreJ)orts.
Sheet 21 shows the load -deflection curves of all tl1ree beams under considera-
tion.
Sheets 22 and 24 give the stress distribution over tl1.e top and bottom sur-
faces of the bottoo flange of the beams B-22-84b and J3-22-88a
respec t i vely.
S~eets 23 and 25 give the stress distributed in the ffiiddle plane and the
transverse bending stresses of those beams.
IV. BUCKLING OBSEaV.A!t!IONS
1) 13-22-84a
This beam buckled at a load of about 1300 lb.; when buckling oc-
curred the load on the testing :machine suddenly and. rapidly dropped. In:-
siJection of the beam revealed that buckling had occurred. unsymnetrically
o~ one side of the top flange 17" from the load point toward midspan.
:Buckling caused a local pennanent out'V"ard bending of part Ua" of the top
.flane;e (see sheet 21) and a simultaneous permal'lent upward bending of
part II bIt • Only one short half wave was formed.. The entire bee:m appeared
lightJY twisted after buckling had taJ;cen place. It is to be noted that
this beam had. been loaded three times to 1500 lb. and buckling occurred
only during the fourth application. of the load. The mounting of this
beaLl in the oachine possibly was not ideal since the rollers under the
loads were placed directly on the flange without distributing plates ..
This resulted in tAe rollers pressing themselves into the flange, forming
sliglt depressions. It seems possible tllat the repeated loads, resulting
in a deepening of these depressions produced a slight eccentricity, which
may have speeded up the buckling process. However since the buckling
occurred at a considerable distance from the load point (17lt ) , the ir-
~gularity at the roller cannot be regarded as directly responsible for
~e buckling. Possibly- under exact loading the buckling load IIlaY have
been somewhat great~r.
2) B-Z2-88a•
. Extreme care ·was ta:.::cen in mounting this beam in the machine as
to complete symmetrJT of setting and loading. proper distribution of the
concentrated loads thro~ a pair of plates (one of steel and one of thick
leather) at each load.~ etc. This be8Ll buckled at a load of about 2100 lb.
but the buckling process Was decidedly different from that observed on the
previous beam. No dropT,)ing of the load took place and the buckling itself
~as perceived when a slight jump. directly visible in the telescope. occur-
red during the load deflection observations. The load deflection curve
(see sheet 21) shows a marked brea:~ at the buckling load. The beam. after
being loaded slightly above the buckling load (2200 10) was then unloaded
and reloaded to a load slight~ under the buckling load (1800 lb.). The
entire load cycle is shown on sheet 21. It is interesting to nota that
in the SanIe load range the slope of the straight line is less after buck-
ling l~d occurred than it was before. This proves a definite decrease of
the rigidity of the beam by buckling. This beam. contrary to the previous
one, buckled at the very first loading. The buckling resulted in the
farnation of a short half' wave on part nail of the top flange (on one side
onlj-) at about the same distance from the load point as on the previous
beam. Part "b" however remained almost completely unaffected; on this
part a llalf wave is barely perceptible by visual inspection.
V" Al."'TA1YTIC.l\I, INVESTIGA!UON OF :BUCKLUl'G
The stresses corresponding to the buckling load, as computed. from
the moment of inertia, are:
B-22-S4a: At point 1 • =14500 p.s.i.
·At point 2 • := 12700 p.s.i.
"
B-22-SSa: At point 1 • := 14550 p.s.i.
"At point 2 " == 10900 p.s.i.
"Mean stress
in part" a": := 12725 p.s.i.
For both beams the stability of ro th parts Ita" and "btl of the top flange
has been analyzed separately. The parts of the flange can be regarded as
plates under compression and under various support conditions at the edges.
Both represent ~long plates". i.e., plates the width of 't7hich is small in
comparison with the length. One of the long edges of part It aU is unsup-
ported.. while the other is elastically restrained. On part "b- the outer
edge is elastically restrained but with comparatively very great freedom
of motion, while the inner edge is elastically restrained without any free-
dom of motion in a vertical direction. A complete analysis of this state
would be extremely cumbersome.- However reliable limiting values of the
critical stresses at whiCh buckling occurs are easily obtained. For this
purpose each of the plates was analyzed. 1) as a long plate under longitud-
inal compression. simply supported at the two short edges, entirely unsup-
ported at one of the long edges and simply supported at the other one, and
2) as a similar plate. unsupported at one of the long edges but completely
restrained at the other one. (See Timoshenko: Theory of Elastic Stability,
pp. 339 to 342). The results of these computations are given in the fol-
lowing 'table:
- Comuu.ted Critical St!'ess of k tual Bl1.ck-
Part "a" Part "b" ling Stress
Beam Type 1) Ty-pe 2) Type 1) Type 2) From Test
~
B-22-S4a 51000 134000 5300 14900 14500
E-22-88a 12750 33°00 16700 43800 12725
This table shows, that at the given load (stress) part "bit of the flange
is unstable on .bean B-22-84a, while on beam. :B-22-8Sa, where part lib" is of
double thickness, part "a" is unstable. This is fully confin.1ed by the
observed differences in the buckling processes of t~ese two beams as
indicated. in t~e previous section. (This investigation, based on two
observations only should be regarded as a prelioina~J one and no filUll
conclusions can yet be drawn from it). From the actual observations, in
so far as .they have gone, as well as fro~ the Given analysis it then
follows that in beau 3-22-84a the critical stress was first reached in
part lib"; this part buckled and the buckling slJread into part " all and tlms
the proper functioning of the entire half of t~e flange was destroyed.
Consequently the loa.d dropped and the beam beGan to twist. In beam
:B-22-S8a part "a" of the beam buckled at its critical load but t~le much
more importa."lt part IIbll was not affected. by t:lis local buckliIl{;; hence
the stabilit:r of the beam as a whole was not yet a.ffected (no droppinG of
the load) and only its rigidity was sliLS~ltly dir.:linished by lack of the
proper functioning of _part "a'" which resulted in the smaller slope of the
1, ~ ~ ." ·ti'T '11-rv ~"te'" h11r"'~li"l7 "'~t'l nnr.',"''''ef'
1)
VI. CONeLUSIONS .
The stress distribution over the bottom fl!Ulg& shows the same character-
istics as that of the 14 gage beams, although the local irregularities
(probably due to slight bumps end depressions in the sheets) are more
marked than on. the hea.vier gage. In particular no decrease of the longi-
tudinal stresses toward the edges at midspan has been found, the dis-
tribution of these stresses being fairly uniform over the entire width
of the flange.
Theoretical considerations however make it seem possible that the stress
distribution near the load points m~ be distinctly different from that
at midspan end that a decrease of stress toward the edges may occur there.
It is therefore planned to make a stress survey at these points at least
for the wide beams of both series after having finished the mid.s::>an in-
vestigation. This survey will be a more complex one than those carried
out hitherto since, because of lack of symnetxy, strains rmlst be measured
in at least three directions at every point, which greatly increases the
amount of experimental work: and of computations.
The main feature revealed in this report is the practical importance of
the stability of the top flange. It has been proved that the present
design does not provide this stability aI1d that buckling occurs far
below the allowable wor1dng stresses. Althougb the main object of the
. present work is the stress distribution over the bottom flange, in
future work serious consideration should be given to the stability
question.
4) It seems possible to increase the stability of the top flange by using
a heavier gage'for the covering sheet of this flange, keeping the area
constant by diminishing the width.
S) As to the further work on the present 22 gage series] it seems likely
that the only beam on which it will be possible to carry out stress
surveys, will be beam ]-22-812. Preliminary co~utations indicate that
beams E-22-8l6 and E-22-820 are likely to fail th.rou.gh buckling at low
stresses; therefore it may be that no sufficient load range for strain
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